
CO355 Standards for Grading 
 
# Standard Name Evidence of Mastery Assessments 

1.  World design: 
objects + BG  

Can create a new world with any of the six templates 
Can add new objects to an existing world 
Can use the object tools to position an object precisely 
Can use the object tools to rotate an object precisely 
Can use the object tools to enlarge or shrink an object 
Can manipulate the subparts of an object precisely 
 

Creating scenes lab 
Quiz 1/19 
Sound lab 
World methods lab 

2.  World design: 
camera controls 

Can use the camera controls to position the camera precisely 
Can use the camera controls to tilt the camera up or down 
 

Creating scenes lab 
Quiz 1/19 
Class methods lab 
 

3.  Creating simple 
programs 

Can create a simple sequential program involving multiple objects 
Can add basic parameters to common instructions 
Can give commands to subparts of an object 
 

Animating scenes lab 
Quiz 1/26 
Sound lab 
Quiz 2/2 
 

4.  Sequential vs. 
simultaneous code 

Can use a “Do in order” block to create sequential execution 
Can use a “Do together” block to create simultaneous execution 
 

Animating scenes lab 
Quiz 1/26 
Conditionals lab 
 

5.  Using vehicles Can assign a vehicle in an object’s property list 
Can assign a vehicle using an instruction 
Can remove a vehicle using an instruction 
 

Animating scenes lab 
Quiz 1/26 
Quiz 3/2 
 

6.  Advanced turning 
& moving actions 

Can modify the duration of a move/turn command 
Can modify the style of a move/turn command 
Can use the “as seen by” parameter for a move/turn command 
Can use the “point at” command with two objects 
 

Quiz 2/2 
Quiz 2/9 



7.  Using sound Can use the cut/copy/paste tools in Audacity to edit sound files 
Can use the built-in effects in Audacity to distort sound files 
Can import sound files into an object 
Can make objects play sounds for a given length of time 
 

Sound lab 
Quiz 2/2 

8.  Commenting Writes name and date at top of “World.my first method”  
Writes one-line description at top of other methods 
Writes comments to explain major sections of code 
Writes comments that explain algorithms, not syntax  
 

Animating scenes lab 
World methods lab 
Class methods lab 
 

9.  Creating simple 
expressions 

Can use built-in functions to produce required values 
Can use math connectors to create simple expressions 
Can use expressions as parameters to actions 
 

Conditionals lab 
Quiz 2/9 

10.  Using conditionals Can write conditional statements with 1 alternative 
Can write conditional statements with 2 alternatives 
Can write conditional statements with 3+ alternatives 
 

Conditionals lab 
Quiz 2/9 
 

11.  Using simple loops Can write loops that repeat a definite number of times 
 

Conditionals lab 
Quiz 2/9 
Quiz 3/2 
 

12.  World methods Can create a new world method 
Can add instructions to a world method 
Can call world methods in another method 
 

World methods lab 
Quiz 2/23 

13.  Parameters Can use number parameters in a method 
Can use object parameters in a method 
Can use string parameters in a method 
 

World methods lab 
Quiz 2/23 
Quiz 3/2 
Class methods lab 
 

14.  Class methods Understands restrictions on class methods 
Can create a new class method 
Can add instructions to a class method 
Can call class methods in another method 
 

Quiz 3/2 
Class methods lab 
 



15.  Commenting 
(MP4) 

Writes name and date at top of “World.my first method”  
Writes one-line description at top of other methods 
Writes comments to explain major sections of code 
Writes comments that explain algorithms, not syntax  
 

World events lab 
Functions lab 
Looping lab 
Lists lab 

16.  World methods 
(MP4) 

Can create a new world method 
Can add instructions to a world method 
Can call world methods in another method 
 

World events lab 
Quiz 4/6 
Quiz 5/4 

17.  Parameters (MP4) Can use number parameters in a method 
Can use object parameters in a method 
Can use string parameters in a method 
 

Quiz 4/13 
Tic Tac Toe lab 
Quiz 4/27 

18.  Using keyboard & 
mouse events 

Can add a new keyboard or mouse event to a program 
Can assign a specific key to a given event 
Can assign a specific method to a given event 
Can use parameters in event-handling methods 
 

World events lab 
Quiz 4/6 
Functions lab 
Quiz 4/20 
 

19.  Simple functions 
(Only one return) 

Understands the difference between functions and methods 
Can create a new world-level simple function 
Can create a new class-level simple function 
Can use parameters in a simple function 
Can return appropriate values from a simple function 
Can use custom simple functions in other methods 
 

Functions lab 
Quiz 4/13 
Looping lab 
Quiz 5/11 

20.  Complex functions 
(2+ returns) 

Can use if/else to select correct return statement 
Can add multiple return statements to a complex function 
Can write complex functions with 3+ possible outcomes 
Can use complex functions in other methods 
 

Tic Tac Toe lab 
Quiz 4/20 
Quiz 4/27 
Lists lab 

21.  Using conditionals 
(MP4) 

Can write conditional statements with 1 alternative 
Can write conditional statements with 2 alternatives 
Can write conditional statements with 3+ alternatives 
 

Tic Tac Toe lab 
Quiz 4/20 
Class variables lab 



22.  Variables Understands the concept of a variable and its usefulness 
Can create a new variable in a given method or function 
Can assign a new value to a given variable 
Can use a variable as a parameter to another action 
 

Quiz 4/13 
Tic Tac Toe lab 
Lab: looping 
Class variables lab 

23.  While loops Can identify which situations require use of while loops 
Can use while loops to create indeterminate repetition 
Can correctly write Boolean conditions for while loops 
 

Looping lab 
Quiz 4/27 
Quiz 5/4 

24.  Class variables Understands the scope and lifespan of a class variable 
Understands how class variables can customize objects 
Can create a class variable with an appropriate name 
Can modify the value of a class variable 
Can use a class variable in another method 
 

Class variables lab 
Quiz 5/4 
Lists lab 
Quiz 5/11 

25.  Lists Can create a new list and add items to it 
Can use a “For all in order” block with a list 
Can use a “For all together” block with a list 
 

Lists lab 
Quiz 5/11 

26.  Recursion Can transform an iterative solution into a recursive solution 
Can develop a recursive solution from scratch for a given problem 
Can write recursive functions with return values 
 

Recursion lab 
 





 
27.  Exporting and 

importing classes 
Can save a customized object as a new class 
Can import a saved class into a new program 
 

28.  Object visibility Understands difference between isShowing and opacity 
Can use isShowing property to hide/show objects 
Can use opacity property to hide/show objects 
 

29.  Using keyboard & 
mouse events 

Can add a new keyboard or mouse event to a program 
Can assign a specific key to a given event 
Can assign a specific method to a given event 
Can use parameters in event-handling methods 
 

30.  Simple functions 
(Only one return) 

Understands the difference between functions and methods 
Can create a new world-level simple function 
Can create a new class-level simple function 
Can use parameters in a simple function 
Can return appropriate values from a simple function 
Can use custom simple functions in other methods 
 

31.  Complex functions 
(2+ returns) 

Can use if/else to select correct return statement 
Can add multiple return statements to a complex function 
Can write complex functions with 3+ possible outcomes 
Can use complex functions in other methods 
 

32.  While loops Can identify which situations require use of while loops 
Can use while loops to create indeterminate repetition 
Can correctly write Boolean conditions for while loops 
 

33.  Variables Understands the concept of a variable and its usefulness 
Can create a new variable in a given method or function 
Can assign a new value to a given variable 
Can use a variable as a parameter to another action 
 



34.  Class variables Understands the scope and lifespan of a class variable 
Understands how class variables can customize objects 
Can create a class variable with an appropriate name 
Can modify the value of a class variable 
Can use a class variable in another method 
 

35.  Lists Can create a new list and add items to it 
Can use a “For all in order” block with a list 
Can use a “For all together” block with a list 
 

36.  Poses Can capture a pose for a given object 
Can command an object to assume a captured pose 
 

37.    

38.    

39.    

40.    

41.    

42.    

 


